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I
3 Editor's Preface

I The three Soviet national ex post input-output tables constructed

to date, i.e., 1959, 1966, and 1972, have supplementary employment and fixed

capital matrixes fully consistent with nput-output methodology and com-

modity classification. Needless to say, these supplementary data greatly

Ienhance the analytical value of Soviet tables and expand the scope of

J possible applications. It is surprising that in the ever growing Soviet

empirical and theoretical literature on regional and republican nput-

output tables and analyses, so little is said about labor and capital in

the regional framework. All available evidence indicates that none of

the numerous republican and regional tables prepared to date in the USSR

carry these supplementary data, and the only possible explanation lies

in the paucity and shortcomings of the Soviet regional labor and capital

statistics.

Mrs. Albina Tretyakova holds a degree of candidate of economic

sciences and was employed by the Institute of Economics of the Academy

1 of Sciences of the USSR until 1974 when she emigrated to the United States.

An earlier version of this study was prepared by her for the Duke Ui-

Svrsity-University of North Carolina Project on Soviet Input-Output

Analysis early in 1976 to assist our tem in construction of Soviet

1. republican input-output tables. Rowever, the analytical value of detailed

sets of capital, depreciation, wagse, and employment data by republics

clearly goes beyond the Inmediate needs of table preparation and fre.

j l Tretyakova agreed to expand and update the earlier study for releae

_7W I.......
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in the Occasional Papers series.

In working on the revised version of the paper, Mrs. Tretyakova

3 was helped by Mr. James W. Gillula who, until January of this year,

was one of the principal researchers of our team and is now employed by

3 the Foreign Demographic Analysis Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis,

U.S. Department of Commerce. Mr. Gillula also translated the text of

I the study into English.

3 Thanks are due to Mason Barnett, Paul Goldberg, and Patti Velasquez,

Duke undergraduate students working with our project, and to Patricia

Calebaugh, the research secretary of the project.

Vladimir G. Treml

.I
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INTRODUCTION

- This study is focused on the employment of labor and capital

in the 15 Soviet Union republics in 1966. The capital component

OaiEt ) is presented in terms of values of fixed capital assets

and depreciation payments and the labor component (a U) in

terms of average employment in man-years , wages, and social secu-

rity payments
I

I / Standard Soviet statistical sources such as the national

/ and republican statistical handbooks and specialized statistical

( abstracts offer far less than complete coverage of the labor and

capital series. In addition to major gaps in the data, there are

Inconsistencies among different sources and between republican and

national handbooks. Thus, as will be apparent from the text

below, a large share of the statistics presented had to be esti-

mated by various methods and the collected and estimated data had

to be put into a consistent format.

--,The study was undertaken for two purposes- to provide a source

for estimating components of the value-added quadrants for the

republican input-output tables and as a basis for subsequent an-

alysis of regional and republican differentials in labor and

capital-output ratios and other comparative studies.

All data and estimates presented in this study are consistent

with the methodology, definitions, and classifications employed

by the Central Statistical Administration of the USSR.

It must be noted that Soviet input-output tables are con-

structed in terms of comodity statistics, i.e., reflect material,

labor, and capital inputs into production of strictly defined

commodity or group of similar commodities. On the other hand,

!
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most economic data published in standard statistical sources are

5 presented in tems of establishment statistics reflecting admin-

istrative divisions in production. Thus, Soviet statisticians in

the process of preparation of input-output tables go through in-

volved conmodity-establisbment adjustments.

No attempt was made to introduce these coumodity-establishment

5 adjustments into the data presented in this study and they all are

in establishment terms. We do have a fairly gond idea of the

direction and magnitudes of commodity-establishment adjustments

fmade in the 1966 national input-output table. However, there is

very little information on these adjustments in material flows in

republican tables and practically no information on commodity-

establishment adjustments for labor and capital.

Estimates are first made for six or seven major branches of

the economy such as agriculture and industry, and then for eleven

to twelve individual industrial branches. The estimates are pre-

sented in a series of tables in two appendices and the basic

methodology of estimation is described in the text of the study

and in notes to the corresponding appendix tables.
1

1. FIXED CAPITAL AND DEPRECIATION

Following the Soviet standard practice fixed capital assets

(osnovnye fondy ) are defined as assets having useful life of more

than one year or are valued at more than 50 rubles, and comprise

-f buildings, structures, machinery and equipment as well as the

productive herd in agriculture and long-term vegetationr but ex-

- lclude land. Fixed capital assets are measured in so-called constant

1955 prices introduced in the general revaluation of the capital

[... ..I I +U I.. .... .i ' + ' P I+ + ,+ + m' + -1-
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I

Table 1.1 A Comparison of Capital Stock in Current Prices and
in 1955 Prices: Fixed Capital n Uzbekistan,

January 1, 1969 (millions of rubles).I

1 1* 2** column 1

1955 current divided by
prices prices column 2

Total fixed capital 17,310 17,254 1.0032
Productive branches 10,937 10,981 .9959I Industry & Construction 4,749 4,767 .9962

Agriculture 3,731 3,761 .9920
Transport. & Comm. 1,768 1.772 .9977
Trade & Distr. & Other br. 689 681 1.0117

Nonproductive branches 6,373 6,273 1.0159

*N1K UzSSR v 1968, p. 28.

**NK UzSSR v 1969, p. 29.

1

i

stock in 1960 and used, with only few exceptions, in Soviet sta-

tistical sources.

Depreciation charges are recorded by all Soviet producers

having the nominal title to capital assets and are determined by

state-fixed rates applicable to various types of capital assets.

Rates introduced by a government decree in 1963 are used in this

study. It must be noted, however, that depreciation payments are

calculated in the USSR by applying the fixed rates to average annual

.. l values of capital stock recorded at book value (po.4 _ys. g a)

while n the absence of the necessary data we will use capital values

measured in constant 1955 prices. The extent of the error involved

in using capital stock in 1955 prices to compute depreciation payments
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should not be 8reat though, since price changes for the major cor-

ponents of capital formation over the 1955-1966 period were not

significant. Values of capital stock in 1969 reported in statis-

tical handbooks for Uzbekistan in both constant and current

prices provide an example of the difference in these two measures

of capital stock. (See Table 1.1.)

The breakdown of capital stock by major branches of the econ-

omy n the national statistical handbooks for the USSR distinguishes

seven productive and three nonproductive branches. Unfortunately,

less information is given in the handbooks for many republics.

Separate estimates of capital stock in 'Transportation' and in

'Communications' could not be made for all republics but a break-

down of the 'Transportation & Communications' total is reported

here whenever possible. For most republics, capital stock in 'Other

3ranches of Material Production t is combined with the 'Trade &

Distribution' branch, and no attempt was made to make separate

estimates for these two branches. For nonproductive branches only

the capital stock in 'Housint' was estimated separately for republics.

The sum of fixed capital in all other branches was calculated as a

residual from total capital stock in nonproductive branches.

Soviet statistical handbooks report the value or structure

of capital stock as of January 1 of a given year. Thus, in order

to estimate depreciation payments for 1966, estimates were made of

capital stock by republic for both January 1, 1966 and January 1, 1967.

While the value of fixed capital by major branches of the scam-

omy is published each year In national statistical handbooks, com-

parable nformation In value term is reported in republic statis-

tical handbooks for less than half of all Union republics. For



all other republics, only Information on the structure or rate

of growth of fixed capital (in percentage term) is published.

The basic methodology used in estimating capital stock in major

branches of the economy for each republic is sumarized below?

1) Data in value terms for all branches on both January 1, 1966

and January 1, 1967 in 1955 prices were available for only one

republic-Kirgizstan.

. 2) Data In value terms for all branches on January 1, 1966 but not

January 1, 1967 were available for two republics - Georgia and

Kazakhstan. Published growth rates for capital stock by sector

were used to estimate values for January 1, 1967.

Two comments are necessary on the data for Kazakhstan. First,

the published values of capital stock were reported to be the cur-

rent values (po balansovoi stolmsti). However, no adjustment

to these figures was made since, as noted above, the difference

between capital stock in current and constant prices in 1966 was

not great. Second, since these values for 1966 appeared in a

statistical handbook published in 1972, it is assumed that they re-

flect a revision in earlier data for the republic required by the

transfer of a small amount of territory from Uzbekistan to .Kazalh-

stan in 1970.2

3) Data on capital stock in 1955 prices for all major branches of

the economy have been published for some year other than 1966 or

1967 for four republics - the RSFSR, Latvia, Lithuania, and Usbek-

stan.3  These value data together with published rates of growth

of capital stock were used to estimate values of fixed capital by

major branch on January 1, 1966 and January 1, 1967 for these
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" "four republics.

4) For five of the remaining republics, values of capital stock

". I for all branches were derived from the published or eastimated

value of industrial fixed capital stock and the branch structure

of capital stock (in percentage terms) on January 1 1966. Pub-

lished information on the growth of capital stock in 1966 and/or

the branch structure of capital stock at the end of the year was

then used to estimate the value of fixed capital by branch on

January 1, 1967.

The value of industrial fixed capital fox M.oldavia vas taken

as published in a book on the Moldavian economy (Tsaranov, 1975,

p. 313).

Industrial fixed capital in Estonia was estimated from pub-

lished values of fixed capital in sectors of the tWood & Paper

Products' branch and the share of this branch in total industrial

fixed capital (Margolin, 1970, p. 172-174).

Industrial fixed capital in Azerbaidzhan was estimated from

the published value of fixed capital in 'Textiles & Apparel'

-(Allakhvesdov, 1967, p. 43) and the share of this branch in indus-

trial fixed capital for the republic (NK USSR v 1965, p. 151).

Values of industrial fixed capital in Tadzhikistan and Turk-

!. menistan were estimated from published shares of each of the four

- Central Asian republics in the industrial fixed capital for the

Central Asian economic region (Iazanova, 1971, p. 151) and the

known value for Kirgizatan. (See above.)

Information on the branch structure of fixed capital stock

in Turkuenistan is not available for any year in the statistical

i .
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handbooks of the republic and could not be found in other sources.

Therefore, using the estimated value of Industrial fixed capital

in Turkaenistan, the values of capital stock in other branches

I were estimated on the assumption that the branch structure of

fixed capital in the republic was the same as the 3tructure in

the other three Central Asian republics combined.

JI  5) Values of fixed capital stock by branch for Belorussia were

T based on the published branch structure (Bel SSR za 50 let, 1968,

p. 41) and the estimated value of capital stock in 'Agriculture' on

January 1, 1966. The value of fixed capital in kolkhozes, sovkhozes..

and other government agricultural organizations was published
(Bel SSR za ody soy. vlasti 1967 p. 123). It will be noted that

total fixed capital in 'Agriculture' includes the value of livestock

in private ownership. This value was estimated independently, using

the data on the relative shares of livestock in kolkhozes, sovkhozes,

and private agriculture, and the published values o kv in

kolkhozes and sovkhozes (Be SSR v tsifrakh v 1969. p. 129).

6) Estimates of fixed capital by branch for the Ukraine were based

on (a) the published value of industrial fixed capital stock on

January 1, 1960 (NH Uk RSR v 1960 p. 20). (b) rates of growth of

industrial fixed capital to January 1, 1966 and 1967, and (c) the

branch structure of fixed capital stock on these two dates (l 3_

SR v 1968, pp. 52, 97).4

7) Estimates for Armenia were based on (a) published figure for

the total value of fixed productive capital on January 1- 1971 and

rthe growth of this value from January 1. 1966 (Armeniia v edinoi

L a sn'...., 1.972, pp. 13-14), (b) the branch structure of fixed capital
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for the republic on January 1 1966 (Isaakian. 1970, p. 54) and

(c) rates of growth of capital stock in each branch during 1966

LUK..ArSS.Rv 1967, p. 22).

The values of capital stock in major branches of the economy

for all republics on January 1, 1966 and 1967, estimated as described

above, are presented In Appendix A, Tables A.1 and A.2 The USSR

total for each branch in these two tables is the sum of estimates

for all 15 republics. In all cases this branch total for all

republics is less than the published branch total for the USSR.

The sum of republic estimates is compared with the actual USSR

capital stock in each branch on January 1, 1966, in Table 1.2. While

the sum of republic estimates for 'Industry' is close to the published

USSR figure, for most other branches the sum of republic estimates

is 3% to 6Z less than the USSR value, and for 'Trade & Distribution'
I.

and 'Other Branches' combined, the sum of republic estimates falls

short of the USSR total by more than 122. While the estimates for

several republics made here may be subject to considerable error.

the discrepancies observed in Table 1.2 may be explained in part

by differences In branch classification at the national and re-

public levels. It is possible that the capital stock of enterprises

subordinated to all-Union ndustries in several branches might be

ncluded In the USSR total but not assigned to any republic. Heavy

construction equipment of all-Union construction trusts may be

moved from one republic to another over time. In "Transportation,'

it is quite likely that the methodology of calculating the value

of roads in many republics Is not consistent with the methodology

for the USSR as a whole. In particular all-Union highways may not

be included in the values of capital stock of som republics. The

t._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

P . ' - =
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Table 1.2 Fixed Capital Stock in Major Branches
• - of the Economy: Publiched USSR Totals and $ums

.! of Republic Estimates, January 1, 1966
(billions of rubles).

1* 2"* column 1
sum of actual as Z of

republics USSR column 2

Total fixed capital 500.9 518.0 96.7%
Productive branches 301.8 312.0 96.7

Industry 149.3 150.0 99.5
Construction 10.4 11.0 94.2
Agriculture 63.4 66.0 96.1
Transport. & Comm. 63.0 67.0 94.1
Trade & Distr. & Other br. 15.7 18.0 87.4

Nonproductive branches 199.1 206.0 96.7
Housing 134.5 141.0 95.4
Other nonproductive 64.6 65.0 99.4

*Appendix A, Table A.l.

• *NK SSSR v 1965, p. 64.

valuation of capital stock in 'Trade & Distribution' is complicated

by the fact that all-Union trade enterprises frequently lease

space In buildings (such as apartment houses) which are included

primarily in the capital stock of other branches. This problem may

be treated differently at the national and republic levels.

For the purpose of calculating depreciation payments, the

year-average value of capital stock by major branches in 1966 for

all republics vas calculated using the formula recommended in the

instructions for plan formulation published by C(osplan:5

MITTL WIN - 1
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I

i - + 0.35 (1 -K)

where

K - year-average capital stock-

K° - capital stock at the beginning of the year-

- capital stock at the end of the year.

These year-average values of capital stock are given in Appendix A.,

Table A.3.

Information in value terms on capital stock in individual

branches of industry is not published in Soviet statistical hand-

books. However, a ttble shoving the shares of major branches in

industrial fixed capital stock at the beginning of the year for all

republics as well as the USSR as a whole is normally published in

the annual handbook for the USSR. This table for the structure of

capital stock on January 1, 1966 (from NK SSSR v 1965, pp. 150-151)

*is reproduced in Appendix A, Table A.4. A comparable table for

*January 1, 1967 is not available, however, since the shorter anni-

versary handbook for the USSR published in 1967 did not include this

table. Since complete information was also not available in republic

statistical handbooks on the growth of capital stock in all branches

of industry in 1966 or the branch structure of industrial fixed

capital at the end of the year, the branch structure in Table A.4

was used to calculate year-avarage values of industrial capital by

branch for.all republics on the assumption that the year-average

structure was close to that at the beginning of the year. These year-
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average values are given in Table A.5.

* 1Information on the value of depreciation payments (for major
branches of the economy) or depreciation payments as a percentage

of year-average capital stock (for branches of industry) has been

published for less than half of all Union republics, and in all

cases these depreciation data cover only enterprises subordinated

to the Council of Ministers of the republic. In 1970, the share

j of industrial output subordinated to republic Councils of Ministers

was as little as 12-13% in Kazakhstan, Tadzhikistan. and Moldavia,

and as high as 60% in the RSFSR. 6  Therefore depreciation payments

in branches of 'Industry' and other productive branches by republic

in 1966 were approximated by applying USSR depreciation rates by

branch to the estimated year-average values of capital stock for

republics. The USSR depreciation rates used are given in Table 1.3,

*1 and the estimated values of depreciation payments by republic are

given in Appendix A, Table A.2.

IT
i
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I

Table 1.3 Depreciation Rates as a

Percentage of Year-kwerage Ca.pital
Stock for the USSR in 1966 (%)*

T

Industry average 7.3
Ferrous metallurgy 7.1
Fuels 8.7
Electrical & thermal power 4.9
Machine building & metal working 7.6
Chemical products 7.2
Wood & paper products 10.4
Construction materials 7.9
Glass & porcelain 7.4
Textiles & apparel 6.7
Food products 7.3
Ind. NEC & nonferrous metals 6.6

Construction 12.7
Agriculture 6.0
Transportation & Comunication 5.5
Trade & Distribution & Other branches 5.2

*percentage rates for branches of industry from NK SSSP. v 1967,
pige 220 ,except 'Industry NEC & Nonferrous metallurgy calculated
as a residual given the branch structure of industrial capital
and the industry average depreciation rate; percentage rates
for other major branches calculated from year-average capital
stock and published values of depreciation payments (NK SSSR
v 1967, p. 883)" depreciation payments by kolkhozes estimated
from Kharitonov, 1972, p. 20.

4 1 1.. .. ... . . :.. ... ' ..... ..
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* 1 I. E.LOYM ., WAGES, AND SOCIAL SECURITY PAY!EHTS

As with the capital data, this study employs the standard

Soviet definition of employment, wages, and social security payments.

Thus, employment is defined as average annual permanent labor

force measured in man-years. Workers and employees who were absent

I from their places of work part of the year, due to illness or

leaves, are counted in terms of full-year equivalent regardless

of whether they were receiving wages, leave pay, or social security

benefits (e.g., female employees on pregnancy leaves).

Soviet statistics of employment in agriculture are notorl-

ously defective. The average annual employment in sovkhozes and

other state agricultural organizations is recorded in average man-

years derived on a month-by-month basis. These figures are adjusted

upward to reflect part-time and seasonal employees. Kolkhoz employ-

ment is reported on the basis of monthly average employment records,

regardless of the number of days actually worked in the given month.

The estimates of labor engaged in private agriculture are probably

subject to significant error. This group is comprised of kolkhoz

and soykhpz members and urban employees who spend some time on

their private plots, as well as members of their families who for

one reason or another (i.e., age. status) are not registered as

full or part-time employees elsewhere. The method used to dis-

tribute this total among republics is described elsewhere.

Wages are defined as direct payments to employees, Including

vatiosi bonuses paid out of special profit and other funds. Wage

totals Include annual leave pay, but not social security benefits.

----L, . = ... . - .. .... . i'
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In addition to money wages, Soviet workers receive other material

benefits such as subaidized housing, meals served in factory

cafeterias, and the like, but the cost of these benefits while

comprising an element of cost of labor is not included in wages.

The case of agriculture is more difficult. Only sovkbho workers

receive wages as defined above, and this is the only wage income

shown in our tables. Agricultural labor generates other types of

income such as the money income and income-in-kind received by

kolkhoz members, earnings from sales of produce grown on private

plots by kolkhoz, sovkhoz, and some urban households as well as

consumption in kind of these households. Since these income-type

receipts are not wages proper, they have been excluded from this study.

Data on 1966 employment by republic for major branch s of the

economy and most individual branches of industry have bo:n published

+in statistical handbooks. This type of information for 1966 (as well

as for 1965 and 1960) was included in a statistical handbook for

771 labor published in 1968. However, some of the data given in this

handbook have been slightly revised in later statistical publi-

cations as a result of minor changes in the sectcral classification

of some workers, which was instituted in 1968. For the USER as

a whole in 1966, approximately 5% of agricultural workers - ac-

cording to the pre-1968 classification - were reclassified into

various branches of industry and construction. Thus, in order to

ensure comparability of the data presented in this paper with data

for later years, an effort was made to assemble or estimate employ-

ent for all republics based on the post-1968 classification system.

Data on average mual employment (number of workers and em-

. _ployes) for major branches of the economy are presented in Appendix
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B, Table B.1. In the process of making these estimates, employment

in 'Construction' was broken down into two categories. Prior to

1970, most statistical handbooks reported only the employment in

'Construction-Assembly Work' (stroitel'no-montazhnye raboty). Re-

cent handbooks give a total employment figure for 'Construction,'

which includes capital repair, drilling, and design-survey organ-

izations.8 Data on employment in these construction-related

activities for 1965 have been published in recent republic statistical

handbooks, but no data are available for 1966. Therefore, 1966

employment by republic was estimated by applying the share of each

republic in 1965 to the USSR total employment in these construction-

related activities in 1966. Agricultural employment as shown in

Table B.1 includes only the two components of state agricultural

employment as reported in the employment section of Soviet statis-

tical handbooks - 'Sovkhozes and Auxiliary Agriculture Enterprises'

and 'Other State Agriculture' which includes organizations serving

agriculture and veterinarians. Total agricultural employment in-

cludes in addition employment in kolkhozes and in private agriculture.

Employment in kolkhozes by republic in 1966 is published (K SSSR

v 1968, p. 447). Estimation of employment in private agriculture

preasents a number of problems. As it was pointed out above, the

labor force in private agriculture is a heterogeneous group consist-

ing of full-time kolkhoz, sovkhoz, and even urban workers and employees

allocating part of their free time to private plots, and members of

their families who may be spending anywhere from a couple of days

to a full year on their family plots. The method used n this study

was developed by the staff of the Foreign Demographic Analysis

Division, Department of Cinerce (Rapawy, pp. 40-41) and while not

. . . . ~ . 4< I! L
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perfect, seems to yield the best estimates in as far as they could

have been checked against other data such as rural population and

census employment statistics. The method consists of applying

1958 private labor inputs In man-days to the published data on

Iland and cattle in private agriculture and then converting the total

into 280-day man-year equivalents. This method yields a USSR total

estimate of 12,902,000 man-years but that figure includes the

kolkho and sovkhoz workers who have already been counted under

their respective organizations and who spent only a part of their

time on private plots. We will assume that private plot workers not

employed elsewhere are distributed proportionally to the total and

apply the percent distribution to the total of 6,020 man-years of

j private agricultural labor used in the 1966 input-output table (see

able 11.1) Total agricultural employment is summarized In 4. en-

tdix B, Table B.9.

Employment in the seven "nonproductive' tranche. is shown

as a single total for each republic. 1966 data for six of these

branches were published in Trud. However, no information was avail-

able on 1966 employment in 'Art,' and it was estimated by applying

the share of each republic In 1965 to the USSR total employment

in 'Art' in 1966.

Information on employment reflecting the post-1968 classifi-

cation was available for nine republics and the USSR as a whole.

For the remaining six republics, industrial employment was taken

from IM USSR v 1968, p. 206. Employment in 'Construction-Assembly Work'

and 'Sovkhosy and Auxiliary Agricultural Enterprises' was estimated

by calculating a ratio of employment according to the new and 41d

classifications in 1965 for these two sectors in each republic.

F 1 ...
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3 Table 11.1 Estimation of Employment
in Private Agriculture Based on Land

Holdings and Animal Husbandry

Land Horned Pigs Sheep Man-yrs. Percent Estimates
1,000 animals 1,O00s and 1,O00s
hectr. 1,000s GoatsJ 1.,0006

USSR 7,760 29,264 16,537 33,303 12,902 100.0% 6,020

RSFSR 3,440 14,165 6,849 19,797 6,045 46.85 2,820

Ukraine 2.420 5,507 5,318 1,186 3,064 23.75 17430

Voldavia 170 205 255 1,153 190 1.47 88

Belorussia 550 1,710 1,862 423 850 6.59 397

Latvia 130 360 266 327 182 1.41 85

Lithuania 270 648 767 171 364 2.82 170

Estonia 70 158 119 167 88 .68 41

Georgia 170 919 382 829 346 2.68 161

Armenia 40 251 28 923 100 .78 47

Azerbaidzh. 80 853 32 1,574 266 2.06 124

Kazakh 160 2,028 564 2,490 627 4.86 293

Uzbek 130 1,484 22 1,713 432 3.35 202

Kirgiz 70 307 63 707 128 .99 60

Tadzhik 40 454 8 838 139 1.08 65

Turkmen 20 215 2 1005 80 .62 37

First column, NK SSSR v 1967. p. 344 and Selkhoz, 1971. 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th colmns. Selkhoz SSSR, 1971, pp. 253, 261, and 265,
5th column. Using the following labor inputs- land - 166 man-
days per hectar, horned animals - 54.2 man-days per head, pigs -
20.6 man-days, and sheep and goats, 5.6 man-days. The total was
adjusted by 1.1 coefficient to reflect private ownership of
poultry and converted into 280-a-days/year equivalents
(Rapawy, pp. 40-41).
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1 These ratios were applied to 1966 employment for these sectors

given in Ttud. With the exception of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan,

I employment in all other sectors was then taken directly from Trud.

Estimates for all sectors In these two republics were made to re-

flect the transfer of territory from Uzbekistan to Kazskhstan

Imentioned In Part I. Ratios of employment in 1965 reflecting new

boundaries as well as new classification to employment in 1965 based

on old boundaries and classification were calculated for each sector

and applied to the corresponding data for 1966 given in Trud.

In order to illustrate the effects of the 1968 classification

change on employment by major branches in republics, some ratios

of employment according to the new and old classifications for 'Industry;'

'Construction,' and 'Agriculture,' are presented in Table 11.2.

While revised data on employment by major branches of the economy

in 1966 reflecting the 1968 classification change were available

for most republics, less data were found in republic statistical

handbooks on the revised employment by branches of industry. In

addition, employment data are not published in all republics for

'Nonferrous Metallurgy,' 'Chemical Products .' 'Glass and Porcelain,'

and 'Ferrous letallurgy,' either according to the pre-1968 classifi-

cation in Trud, or according to the new classification. Three

different basic methods were used to estimate Industrial employment

according to the revised classification, depending on the type of

Information which was available-

1) Where information was available on employment in 1965 according

to both old and new classifications, a ratio was calculated to

adjust data for 1966 given in TTud.

1!7
a " . . .. . .... - ," ,. :. _ - .t
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I Table 11.2 Revisions in Employment
for 1966 in Industry, Construction,

and Agriculture (revised data as
percentage of employment under

the old classification)*

I Industry Construction Agriculture

USSR 101.5% 101.8% 94.6%
RSFSR 101.4 101.9 94.2
Ukraine 100.7 102.5 94.9
Moldavia 100.8 100.9 98.5
Belorussia 102.4 100.3 95.2
Lithuania 101.0 100.9 97.3
Estonia 101.7 102.1 92.9
Armenia 100.7 101.5 97.2
Azerbaidzhan 100.5 100.8 98.4
Tadzhikistan 100.6 101.9 96.5

I *old classification data: Trud, pp. 25,42-71- new classification
data: Appendix B, Table B.1. (Construction employment is Con-Istruction-Assembly work only.)

1 2) In some cases revised 1966 data were available only for the

narrower category of number of workers (rabochii, -and it was

necessary to calculate total employment (promyshlenno-proizvodstvennyi

personal) using a ratio of the share of workers in total employment

in 1965 from Trud.

3) Many estimates of employment in branches omitted in statistical

-. handbooks were made on the basis of information on the shares of these

sectors in total employment published in other sources. Where employ-

" ment could be estimated only for a year other than 1966, the rate of

growth of employment from 1966 to the base year was estimated by

dividing the published rate of growth of total output by the rate

of growth of labor productivity (output per employee) between the

I two years.

.
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The estimates of industrial employment by branch for all

republics are presented in Appendix B, Table B.2. Sources and

methods used in making these estimates are summarized for each

3 republic in the notes to this table. Employment was known to be

zero in the 'Metallurgy' and 'Fuels' branches for some republics,

I and in several instances it was assumed to be negligible. 9  Esti-

j mates of employment in 'Glass and Porcelain' according to the revised

classification were made initially for all but the three major

producing republics (the RSFSR, the Ukraine, and Belorussia). The

rest-of-the-USSR residual was then allocated among these three

republics according to their relative shares of employment in 1966,

according to the old classification (Trud, pp. 91. 93, 95).10 Estimates

of employment in several branches for the RSFSR were adjusted slightly

so that the sum of republic employment for each branch would agree

with the published USSR total. (See the notes to Table B.2.) Employ-

ment in'lndustry N.E.C. 'was calculated as a residual for all republics.

The 1968 change in employment classification affected data on

average monthly wages as well. For major branches of the economy,

revised data on wages in 1966 were published in the statistical

handbooks of 11 republics. For Georgia, published wages in 1966

according to the old classification were adjusted slightly, using

data on wages in 1965 according to both old and new classifications.

For Kirgizatan and Turkmenistan. only wages in 1965 were available.

For each of these republics, wages in 1966 were estimated by multi-

plying the 1965 wage rates by the USSR rate of growth of wages in

each branch n 1966. Only a single figure for average monthly wages

in the economy as a whole was published for Kazakhstan. Therefore,

wages in each branch for Kazakhstan were estimated as a residual.

I.7
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Total asvrage monthly wages paid were calculated for the USSR as

a whole and for the sum of all republics, excluding Kazakhstan

(as a product of wage rates and employment). The difference of

these two figure. for each branch was then divided by the corres-

ponding employment figure for Kazskhstan to estimate average monthly

wages for this republic.

Separate wage estimates were made for each of the two components

of employment In 'Construction' and in 'Agriculture.' Wages In.- 1966

I for the major component of 'Construction' employment ('Constructioa-

Assembly Work') were published in republic statistical handbooks.

In order to estimate wages in 'Other Construction-Related Activities,'

1 however, for most republics it was necessary to first calculate average

wages for this branch in 1965.11 The ratio of republic to national

I wages in 1965 was then applied to the national average wage n 1966

for these construction-related activities. 12 For the major com-

ponent of government agricultural employment ('Sovkhoy and Auxiliary

1 Enterprises'), average wages In 1966 were either taken from republic

statistical handbooks or derived as described above (for Georgia,

Kirginstan, Turkmenistan, and Kazakhstan). Average wages in 'Other

Government Agriculture' were derived from published wage and employ-

ent data for all government agriculture and for 'Sovkhozy and

Auxiliary Enterprises' separately, with the exception of the Ukraine,

Lithuania, Estonia, Ka akhtui, and Tadzhikistan. For these five

republics the sm of wage payments (calculated as a residual for the

USSR as a whole) was divided by the corresponding em of employment

to derive a verage wage which was used for each.

For the 'Forestry' branch average wages have been published for

only five republics (Moldavia, BeloruLa, Estonia, Georgia, end

....
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Ktrgizstan). For all other republics the average wage in 'Forestry'

was assumed to be equal to that for 'Sovkhozy and Auxiliary Enter-

prises.' The single average wage given here for the nonproductive

sphere was calculated as a weighted average for each republic from

3 data on wages and employment in all subdivisions. 13 Total wage pay-

ments in 'Other Branches' was calculated as a residual, subtracting

I estimated wage payments in all other branches from the economy total.

An average wage for 'Other Brmches' was then calculated, dividing

I this residual by employment In 'Other Branches.' However, any errors

J In previous estimations will ba ?eflected in these wage rates.

Values of average mont1y wage in major branches of the economy,

Jcompiled and estimated as described above, are given in Appendix B,
Table 3.3.

Values of average monthly wages in individual branches of

S'Industry' have been published In the statistical handbooks of only
six republics - Belorussia, Latvia, Lithuania, Armenia, Uzbekistan,

and Kirgizatan. A recently published table of coefficients reflect-

ing relative wages by branch of industry on 16 economic regions

.- provides information for estimating average monthly wages in some

- other republics. 14 However, the usefulness of this table of co-

efficient is limited by the fact that coefficients are given for

individual economic regions within the RSFSR and the Ukraine, while

only single columns of coefficients are given for the groups of

republics in the Baltic, Tranacaucases, and Central Asian economic

- regions, and no information is given for Belorussia, Moldavta, and

Kazakhstan. Furthermore, the coefficients for the 'Metallurgy,'

'Paver,' and 'Wood and Paper' branches for many regions produce

estimates which are inconsistent with the limited amount of wage

;- .. ii t.. i 'i i" " " -" l l i i : i .. .. ..i . . , ;
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3 information available from statistical handbooks. Therefore, wages

in several republics were estimated, using coefficients of relative

U wages in neighboring republics, for which data have been published

J in statistical handbooks. These estimates, which are presented and

described in Appendix B, Table B.4, are probably the least reliable

J in this study and must be considered only an approximation of actual

wages by branch for republics.

Values of total wage payments in 1966 by republic in major branches

of the economy and 12 branches of industry, calculated from the wage

rates estimated above, are presented in Tables B.5 and B.6. The value

of social security payments in each branch by republic was estimated

by applying published USSR average social security rates (as a per-

centage of wages) to the values of wage payments in each republic.

These USSR average rates are given in Table 11.3, and the values of

social security payments by branch for all republics are presented

in Tables B.7 and B.8.

iW
Ii

I _ _
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I

I Table 11.3 USSR Social Security
Payments as a Percentage of Wages Paid*

F
Ferrous metallurgy 7.9Z

Nonferrous metallurgy 7.9

Fuels 8.9

Electric; ! & thermal.power 6.6

Machine building & metal working 7.7

Chemical products 8.4

Wood & paper products 4.7

Construction materials 6.1

Glass & porcelain 6.1

.Textiles & apparel 6.8

Food products 6.8

Industrial N.E.C. 4.7

Construction 6.1

Agriculture & Forestry 4.4

Transportation & Communications 5.3

Trade & Distribution 4.5

Other branches 5.5

Nonproductive branches 5.5

*Zakharov end Piskov, 1972, pp. 392-393.

pgiei
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Footnotes

1 Citations to statistical handbooks throughout the

paper are given in an abbreviated form. If the title of the
handbook includes the year, no publication date is given in
these short citations. However, if the title does not include
the year, the publication date is given. NK - Narodnoe khoiaistvo.
Full citations are given in the bibliography.

2 All estimates in this paper were made to be consistent

with revised data reflecting the new boundaries of these two re-
publics. For Uzbekistan these revisions first appeared in the annual
statistical handbook for 1971, published n 1972.

Values of capital stock by major branch in Uzbekistan
for 1966 and 1967 were also published in a 1968 Uzbek handbook
(NK Rz SSR v 1967, p. 27), but these are data in current values for
capital stock before the revision of the republic's boundaries.

4 The growth rates given here were for industrial capital
stock at the end of each year as a percentage of year-end 1960.
The rate of growth for 1960 was assumed equal to the average annual
rate for the 1960-1965 period.

Metodicheskie ukazaniia ..., 1974, p. 76.

6 Granberg, 1973, p. 24 and Pavlenko, 1971, p. 46.

7 Trud v SSSR, Moscow: Statistika, 1968, hereafter
referred to as Trud.

8 Prior to 1970, employment in these sectors was included

in the 'Other Branches' category.

According to 1966 republican input-output data: there
was no production of 'Nonferrous Metallurgy' in Moldavia, Belorussia,
and Estonia- no 'Ferrous Metallurgy' in Turkmenistan, and no 'Fuels'
in Moldavia (A. G. Granberg, 1975, p. 105). Employment was assumed
to be negligible in 'Nonferrous Metallurgy' for Latvia, Lithuania,
and Turkuenistan, in 'Ferrous Metallurgy' for Moldavia, Etonia,
Kirgizatan, and Tadzhikistan, and in 'Fuels' for Amenia.

10 This adjustment was necessary since employment in glass

and porcelain industry according to revised 1966 data n only 90.4Z
of that reported in T__.
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These wage rates were derived from data in recent
republic handbooks on employment and wages in 'Construction as a
whole and in 'Construction-Assembly Work' separately. 3966 data
were available for the Ukraine, Moldavia Belorussia, and Azer-j baidzhan.

12 For four republics (Georgia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,

jand Tadzhikistan), 1965 wage data for this branch were not avail-
able. The sum of wage payments in these construction-related activ-
ities in these four republics (calculated as a residual for the USSR
as a whole) was divided by the corresponding sum of employment to
derive an average wage which was used for each.

13 Average wages in 'Art' (Iskusstvo) in 1966 were esti-

mated for most republics by applying the ratio of republic to national
wages in 1965 to estimated USSR monthly wages in 1966. For five
republics (Belorussia, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, and Tadzhikistan),
no wage data were available. An average residual wage rate was calcu-
lated for these republics.

14 Loginov. 1975, pp. 288-289. These coefficients

apparently apply to wages in some year around 1970. See Feshbach,
1975.

*1

LI n.-.m
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I
I

Appendix A1

1 Capital stock and depreciation payments in major branches

of the economy and 11 branches of industry by republic for the

USSR in 1966.

I J
1 i Ii . .1..i , , , .- .o
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Notes to Tables A.1 and A.2

RSFSR values of capital stock by b-anch on 1.1.1961, 1.1.1962,

and 1.1.1963. (NK RSFSR v 1962 p. 36)- growth rates to

1.1.1966 and 1.1.1967 (NK RSFSR v 1967, p. 36)" nonproduc-

tive branches assumed to grow at annual average rate for

1961-1963 and 1965-1970 periods (growth rates for latter

period from aE RSFSR v 1975, p. 27).

Ukraine- see text.

I,oldavia. industrial fixed capital. 1.1.1966- see text branch

structure 1.1.1966 (NK ISSR v 1970 p. 21)- growth rates to

1.1.1967 (NKISSR v 1970, p. 20).

Belorussia, fixed capital in 'Agriculture,' 1.1.1966, see text-

branch structure 1.1.1966 and 1.1.1967 and growth rates for

1966 (Bel SSR za 50 let, 1968, p. 41).

Latvia- values of capital stock by branch on 1.1.1971; growth

rates to this date from 1.1.1966, and branch structure

1.1.1966 (NK La SSR v 1971, p. 44): (growth by branch in

1966 assumed equal to annual average growth rate for 1965-

1970 period).

Lithuania- total capital stock on 1.1.1972 and growth to this

date from 1.1.1966 (Ekon I Kult Li SSR v 1972, pp. 70-71)'

growth of total capital stock in 1966 and branch structure

on 1.1.1966 and 1.1.1967 (Ekon i Kult Li SSR v 1969,

pp. 116; 118).

Estonia- industrial fixed capital on 1.1.1966: see text' branch

structure on 1.1.1966 and 1.1.1967 and growth in 1966 M

ESSR v 1969; pp. 44-45).

' I° i . . . .. [ - ' : I - - ' -: ' :. . .I : ... ' .. ' :
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Geol:. values by branch on 1.1.1966 (CharkviaJ 1972 p. 1 )"

growth rates by branch in 1966 assumed equal to annual

average growth rates for 1960-1965 period (Ibid.).

see text.

I Azerbaidzhan" industrial fixed capital on 1.1.1966, see text-

branch structure on 1.1.1966 and 1.1.1967 and growth rates

I by branch for 1966 (M Az SSR v 1970, pp. 28-29).

SKazakhstan. values by branch on 1.1.1966 Q_ Kazakh v 1971. p. 23,

see also text); growth rates by branch In 1966 assumed equal

to annual average growth rates for 1966-1971 period (Ibid.).

Uabgkistan: values of capital stock by branch In 1955 prices for

i - revised boundaries on 1.1.1972 and 1.1.1974 and growth rates

by branch from 1.1.1966 to each of these dates (N Uz SSR v

1972j p. 21" NK Uz SSR za 50 let, 1974 p. 51" see also text);

growth rates by branch n 1966 assumed unaffected by territory

revision (NK Uz SSR v 1967, p. 27).

Kirgizstan: values by branch on 1.1.1966 and 1.1.1967 (Kirgizstan

v tsifrakh, 1971, p. 14).

Udzhk~tan: industrial fixed capital on 1.1.1966: see text-

branch structure on 1.1.1966 (M Ta SSR v 1965, 1966, p. 29)-

growth rates by branch for 1966 (WK Ta SR 196 , p. 23).

Turkmenistan: see text.

i7 7
-* *,* .- '.. . -* :;: " -S
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Appendix B

I Aver age annual employment, monthly wages, total wages paid,

I and social security payments in major branches of the economy and

12 branches of industry by republic for the USSR in 1966.

7 -.
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Notsa -0 Tble .a

all citations to 1966 new classification data unless otherwise noted.

RSFSR NK RSFSR v 1968, p. 326.

Ukraine N, Uk RSR v 1968, p. 413.

Moldavia. NK MSSR, 1971, pp. 161-162.

Be lorus!ia! NK BSSR v 1970, pp. 227-228.

Latvia" 1965 and 1966 old classification, Trud, p. 61

1965 new classification, La SSP. v tsifrakh v 1968, p. 285.

Lithuania Ekon i kult Li SSR v 1970, pp. 266-267.

Estonia, I1K ESSR v 1968, p. 162.

Georgia 1965 and 1966 old classification Trud, D. 53.

1965 new classification, 50 let Soy. Gruzii. 1971, v. 219.

Armenia* "Trud Armiankoi SSR 1970. p. 23.

Azerbaidzhan- Azerb SSR v tsifrakh v 1968, p. 72.

Kazakhstan. 1965 and 1966 old classification and old boundaries,

Trad , p. 51.

1965 new classification and new buundaries, NK Ka SSR v 1971.

pp. 236-237.

Uzbekistan, 1965 and 1966 old boundaries and new classification,

NlK Uz SSR v 1969, p. 211.

1965 new classification and new boundaries NK Uz SSP. v 1971.

p. 223.

Kirgizstan, 1965 and 1966 old classification, Trud, p. 63.

1965 new classification, IM Ki SSR v 1972, pp. 149-150.

Tadzhikistan, NK Ta SSR v 1969, p. 161.

Turkmenistan, 1965 and 1966 old classification Trud p. 69.

1965 new classification Turk za 50 let. 1974, p. 128.
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Notes to Table B.2

RSFSR- initial estinates (excent °'onferrous "Tetallur-v:' 'Power

and 'Class and Porcelain') from,

1965 old classification rabochii Trud o. 91.

1965 new classification total employment !", RSFSP v 1972 n. 79.

1965 new classification rabochii NKtRSFSR v 1969 p. 47.

fThe use of 1965 ratios of number of rabochii to total er loyment
apparently results in underestimation of total employrent for

some branches In 1966 since for the USSR as a whole the ratio

of rabochii to total enployrent declined sliohtly fro. 1965

to 1966 (in particular for '"achine Building and 'etal T7orkinp.'

* ,ood and Paper and 'Construction 7"aterials-. The initial

estimates for these branches were increased by the anoimt of

the residual remaining (USSR total less the sun of republics)

after employment in all other republics had been estimated.

'Nonferrous Metallurpy': calculated as a residual after employment

in all other republics had been estimated. USSR employment

in 'Nonferrous Mletallurgy' estimated from published kapital/

labor ratio (Pervushin, 1970, p. 313) and estimated capital

stock In 'Nonferrous letallurgy' in 1966 USSR input-output table.

'Power': from 1965 employment (Trud, p. 91) and estimated employ-

ment growth In 1966.

'Glass and Porcelain'" see text.

Ukraine: 1966 new classification total employment, NH UkRSR v 1968,

p. 93.

4 except.. 'Nonferrous'Metallsry,' 'Wwsr,' and .!emical Products'

employment in 1970 estimated from shares of Industrial eploy-

ment (V. A. Popovkin, 1975. p. 131). Growth rates of total



I
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I. empleoy tt19/1966 estimated fp.m -kRu ,r 1970, 70, 104,

I 115-116. (.Industry awdrage. growth used for 'Nonferrous Mktallury. '

'Ferrous Metallurgy,' and 'Fuels' Trd, p. 93.

'Glass and Porcelain'" see above.

Moldavia: 1966 new classification total employment, NK nSSR, 1969 p. 43

Belorussia: 1965 new classification rabochi. , NK BSSR. v 1971, p. 41.

3 1965 new classification total employment, NK BSSR v 1971, p. 41.

1966 new classification rabochil, UK BSSR v 196P, p. 75.

except- 'Ferrous etallurgy' and 'Chemical Products' employment in

1965 estimated from shares of industrial employtient (Nekrasov,

1976, p. 271). Growth of employment in 1966 estimated from

I 1K BSSR v 1968, pp. 47, 77. (Industry average used for tFerrous

Metallurgy.')

tGlass and Porcelain': see text.

I Latvia: 1969 new classification total employment, La SSR v teifrakh

v 1969, pp. 69, 90-91 (from percentage breakdown and published

total).

estimated growth of employment from 1966 to 1969r Ibid. pp. 81-82,

I 100-101.

Lithuania: 1966 new classification total employment. Ekon i kult Li

SSR v 1970, p. 100.

3 except: 'Chemical Products,' Promyshlennost' Litovskoi SSR, 1973,

p. 129.

I -]gLa" 1968 new classification (?), total employmont. A. a. Margolin,

* 1970, p. 13 (from perepnrnso bwe kdown and published total). Growth

of ntmwihe of workers 1966 to 1968, NK 3881 1969, p. 73.

3 except: 'Chemical Products' from share n total employient in 1965

(D. It. Pinkhnson, 1970, p. 118) and growth of employment In 1964
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from NK ESSR v 1969, p. 73.

1965 old classification total employment, Trud, p. 101.

1965 new classification total employment, 50 let Sovetskoi Gruii,

1971, p. 94.

I 1966 old classification total employment, Trud, p. 101.u except: 'Chemical Products' from 1965 employment (50 let Sovetskok

Gruzii, 1971, p. 94) and estimated employment growth in 1966.

I 'Nonferrous Metallurgy': For the Transcaucases economic region, employ-

ment in 'Nonferrous Metallurgy' was 2.4 X of total ndustrial

I employment in 1970 (A. A. Adamesku, 1973, p. 83). 'Nonferrous

Metallurgy' employment in 1966 was estimated on the assumption that

it accounted for 20 of Industrial employment. Estimated employment

J for the sectors in .zerbaidzhan (see below) was subtracted, and

the remaining aount was allocated to Georgia and Armenia propor-

1tionally to their relative shares of gross output of 'Nonferrous

Metallurgy' In 1966 based on estimates from 1966 nput-output data.

Armenia:: 1966 new classification total employment, NK Ar SSR v 1968, p. 49.

I except: 'Nonferrous metallurgy,' see the description of 'Nonferrous

Metallurgy' for Georgia above.

I 'Chemical Products': residual, USSR less sum of republics.

Azerbadzhan: 1966 new classification total employment, WK As SSR v

1970, p. 44.
Jexcept: 'Chemical Products' and 'Nonferrous Metallurgy' number of

rabochii In 1965 from shares of industrial total (Pnkhensen,

1970, p. 120). 'Chemical Products' employment calculated from

estimated employment growth in lS56 and USSR ratio of rabochii to total

I employmet. 'Nonferrous Metallurgy' total employment calculated

3 from Iuduutry average growth of employment In 1966 for Azerbaidzhan
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and USSR ratio of rabochil to total employment In 'Ferrous

I Metallurgy.'

Kazakhstan: 1970 nov classification total employment, Checheleva,

I 1974, p. 68 (from percentage breakdown of published total employ-

mient after the gain of territory from Uzbekistan). Rates of

employment growth 1966 to 1970 were estimated from NK Ka SSR v

3 1972, pp. 86, 90, 93-98, 101-103, 109, 126 and UK Ka SSR v 1968-

pp. 20-21, 29-30.

I except: 'Nonferrous metallurgy,' number of rabochii in 1966 estimated

from the quantity of electrical power consumed in 'Nonferrous

Metallurgy' and the ratio of electric power consumption per worker

I (Balmratov, 1973, pp. 14-15). Total employment estimated using

Kazakhstan ratio of rabochii to total employment in 'Ferrous

I Metallurgy' In 1966.

1 Uzbekistan: 1965 and 1966 nov classification total employment according

to old boundaries, !K U: SSR X 1969, p. 44.

j 1965 nov classification total employmaent according to new boundaries,

NK U: SSR v 1971, p. 46.

ii except: 'Glass and Porcelain' and 'Nonferrous Metallurgy' from employ-

ment In 1965 (N K U: SSR X 1971, p. 46) and Uzbekistan industry

average growth of employment in 1966.

Kiriusztanw 1965 and 1966 old clasaiiicatian total employment, Trud,

I 1965 nov classification total employment, Kirgizstan za E2& Sovetukoi

vlasti, 1970, p. 102.

except: 'Nonferrous I~tallurgy I : Total umpI ymt In 'Mtallurgy'

V J In the Central Asian region In 1965 was 4.0X of industrial employ-

bE - set in the region (Pinkhenson, 1970, p. 125). This percentage was

- nT-ii'S7



apnplied to the total employent of the four republics in 1966

to estimate employment in "Itallurgy.' Employment in

". etallurpy' in Uzbekistan subtracted from this talue' gives an

I estimate of the combined employment in 'Nonferrous Hetallurgy" in

Kirpizstan and Tadzhikistan. (Employment n all 'etallur& in

Turmenistan and in 'Ferrous Metallurty' in Kirgizetan and Tad-

I zhikistan was assumed to be nerligible.) This combined enployment

figure was distributed to the two republics proportionally to the

Igross output of 'Nonferrous Metallurgy' in each republic in 1966

based on data from their input-output tables.

:Chemical Products', Enploynent in 'Chemical Products" for both Kirrizatan

Iand Tadzhikistan was estimated on the assumption that the labor/

output ratio was the same for each of these republics as for Turlh-

I menistan in 1966 (based on gross output data from input-output tables).

'Glass and Porcelain'' Employment in 'Glass and Porcelain' in the Central

IAsian region was 0.52 of industrial employment in the region in 1965

(Pinkhenson 1970, p. 125). This percentage was applied to industrial

employment for the region in 1966, and the estirmates of employment

in 'Glass and Porcelain' in the other three Central Asian republics

were subtracted.

1Tadzhikistan- 1965 and 1966 old classification total employment.. Trud?

p. 113.

1965 new classification total erployment. Ni Ta SSR v 1972. pp. 62-63.

f except 'Nonferrous iletallurgy' and 'Chemical Products.' see Kirgirstan.

tGlass and Porcelain' accounted for 0.33% of industrial employment

T In 1967 (TqdAhikisM: ekonoicheskil root . effektivnost'. 1972

p. 28). This percentage was used to estimate employment in 1966.

Turkcuenistan" 1965 and 1966 old classification total employment, Trod,

,,
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p. 117

1965 new classification total employment, NK Tu SSR v 1974,

p. 43.

* I except! 'Fuels' and 'Ch~emical Products,' shares of

employment in 1965 (NK Tu SSR v 1974, p. 43) applied to

1966 industry total.

I77
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I Notes to Table B.3

hil citatont-fdr 1966 wages unless otherwise noted.

lqanR" UK ESI 1968, p. 829.

J Uraine: I VSR v16, p..20.

Moldavia: HK IISSR, 1971, p. 166-167.

Belorussia- NK BSSR v 1970, p. 230.

ILatvia: Let SSR v tsifrakh v 1968, p. 313.

Lithuania: Ekon I kult Li SSR v 1970, pp. 271-272.

Estonia: NK ESSR v 1968, p. 165.

Georgia, N GSSR. v 1967, p. 208 (old classification' adjusted slightly

* using ratio of new:old classification wages for 1967" new classifi-

cation wages- Soy Oruz po Lenin. puti, 1970, p. 121).

Armenia: Trud v ArmiankoL SSR, 1970, pp. 72-73.

Azerbaidzhan- 1f Az SSR v 1970, p. 226.

Kazakhstan: derived from residual wage payments for the USSR as a whole:

- see text- 1966 economy average wage- NK Ka SSR v 1971, p. 242.

*Uzbekistan- if Uz SSR v 1969, p. 214 (old boundaries; adjusted slightly

for boundary change using ratio of new'old boundary wages for 1965

.* now boundary wages: NK Uz SSR v 1971, p. 227).

Kir iztan' I [4 ISR v 1972, pp. 153-154 (1965 wages relative to 1965I
USSR wages applied to 1966 USSR wages- see text).

- Tadahikistan: NK Ta SSR v 1969, p. 188.

TurkmenteaTu: T-mn a& 30 let. 1974, pp. 130-131 (1965 wages relative

f [to 1965 USSR wages applied to 1966 USSR wages- see text).

USR: SSSR v 1966, pp. 555-556.

I -" "
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Notes to Table B.4

USSR: average wages calculated from Vestnik statistiki, 1971, No. 4,

~pp. 87-88-"

except: 'Nonferrous Metallurgy:' Kostinkov, 1976. p. 67.

'Fuels': calculated as a weighted average of estimated wages in

individual sectors: 'Coal' from Veastnik statistiki, 1971, No. 4,

pp. 87-88- other sectors: employment from I.awy, 1976, p. 31

wages from coefficients of relative wages in Gomberp 1972, p. 62.

'Industry N.E.C.': calculated from the residual value of wages in

Industry (total Industrial wages less wages paid in all other branches)

and employment in 'Industry N.E.C.'

RSFSR: derived as a residual after wages in all other republics had been

estimated for each branch, total wages paid in the RSFSR were calcu-

lated by subtracting the sum of wages paid in that branch in all other

republics from the USSR total. This residual value of wages paid

in the USSR was then divided by employment in that branch in the RSFSR.

Ukraine: Relative wage coefficients (branch wage as a percentage of

'Industry' average wage) were derived by weighting Loginov coefficients

for the three economic regions within the republic by shares of each

region in prose output for the branch in 1965 (Granik and Gromov,

1970, pp. 101-102);

except: 'Power' and 'Class and Porcelain'- USSR average wages used.

'Industry N.E.C.'- derived from residual value of industrial wase

payments.

Moldavia, For each branch, the ratio of branch wage to 'Industry' average

wa. fin otori,,,, a was #plied to 'Industry' average wape in Moldavia.

[I r;
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I Belorussia: estimated from relative wages (ration of branch wage to

i 'Industry' average) in 1965, (1K ESSR v 1971, p. 42), except:

'Ferrous Metalurgy,' 'Chemical Products,' and 'Class and Porcelain':

I USSR average wage used.

'Industrial N.E.C.': derived from residual value of industrial wage

payments.

Latvia: estimated from relative wages in 1965 ( & La SSR, 1973, p. 308),

except: 'Industry N.E.C.': derived from residual value of industrial

1wage payments.

Lithuania: 1966 wages from Ekon i kult Li SSR. 1973, pp. 69, 103, 118,

134, 170, 194, 220, 234, 274, 320, except:

'Ferrous Metalurgy': equal to wages in 'Ferrous Metallurgy' in

Latvia in 1966.

'Industry N.E.C.1  derived fron residual value of indus-

trial wage payments.

Estonia: weighted average wages by branch for Latvia plus Lithuania used

. to calculate relative wage coefficients (ratio of branch wage to

'Industry' average), which were applied to Estonia 'Industry'

average wage.

Georgia: relative wages in Armenia applied to 'Industry' average wage in

- Georgia.

Armenia: 1966 wages from Trud v Ar ianskoi SSR, 1970, pp. 74-75, except

* . 'Nonferrous Metallurgy,' 'Ferrous Metallurgy,' 'Power,' 'Chemical

Products,' 'Glass and Porcelain' and 'Industry N.E.C.' Wages in

" these branches were estimated using coefficients of relative wages

* jof the corresponding branches for the USSR as a whole.

Azerbaidzhan: relative wages in Armenia applied to 'Industry' average vage

Iin Aserbaiduhan.

.Kazak-htan: USSR average wages used for 'Nonferrous Metallurgy,' lerrou
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n Metallurgy, and 'Fuels.' Wages in all other branches estimated

m :using coefficients of relative wages for Central Asian republics

combined.

Uzbekistan- estimated from relative wages for the republic in 1965

(NK Uz SSR v 1974, p. 65)

I except: 'Industry N.E.C.': derived from residual value of industrial

wage payments.

Kirgizatan: estimated from relative wages for the republic in 1970

(NK Ej SSR v 1975, p. 66)

except: 'Nonferrous letallurgy..' 'Chemical Products,' 'Glass and

Porcelain,' and 'Industry N.E.C.' wages for corresponding branch in

Uzbekistan used.

'Industry N.E.C.': derived from residual value of industrial wage

payments.

Tadzhikistan and Turkmenistan: weighted average wages by branch for

j . Uzbekistan plus Kirgizstan used to calculate relative wage coefficients

(ratio of branch wage to 'Industry' average) which were applied to

'Industry' average wage in each republic.

1m
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